Human Tail – The Lumbo Sacral Stigma: A Case Report
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Abstract: A tail in a six year old girl is reported and the findings from previously reported cases of true and pseudo tails are discussed. The girl presented with a dorsal midline appendage and associated pain over the tip of the appendage. Radiologic evaluation showed five well developed coccygeal vertebrae. She was thoroughly investigated to exclude any underlying spinal pathology. As the cosmesis was not an indications for that patient and symptoms were not so severe patient was treated conservatively and followed up for three years.

I. Introduction

Human tail has always generated curiosity. Caudal appendages are unusual malformations of neuro spinal axis and devided into true and pseudo tails. True tail contain nonosseous and non cartilaginous soft tissues containing adipose tissue, connective tissues. Pseudo tails contain fibroblastic tissues including elongated coccyx, prolonged sacrum, teratoma etc. There are very few documented cases of human tail containing cartilage or up to five vertebrae. We present a case of pseudo human tail containing five well developed coccygeal vertebrae and its three year follow up.

II. Case Report

A six year old female child presented with a tail like appendage in midline coccygeal region (fig 1) since birth and pain on that area since last 3 months. The pain was not radiating in nature and was severe on sitting on hard surfaces. The child was not able sit cross legged as the appendage was hitting the surface. The child was accustomed to sit with one leg on ground.

She was the first child of the healthy mother and was born after term pregnancy and with an uneventful normal vaginal delivery. Mother had no history of previous miscarriage, or any illness, exposure to radiation or drug during pregnancy. She did not have any family history of congenital anomaly either.

On examination the girl was healthy with history of one for body and two for arches whereas each segment.

A lateral radiograph of lower vertebral column showed the normal number of lumbar and sacral vertebra but there was very prominent coccyx measuring 7 cm length and consisting five well developed vertebra. Antero posterior view of x ray showed normal lumbo sacral configuration. CT scan (fig 2) and MRI (fig 3, 4) was done to excludes any other vertebra, cord or soft tissue anomaly.

Partial excision of the coccyx was considered. But on bed rest in hospital the bursa over the coccyx healed and the pain subsided. The operation was not performed as parents believed the pain decreasing. The patient was discharged and put for follow up. On three year follow up child is asymptomatic throughout and able to sit cross legged as the gluteal mass has been increased by age and the size of tail has been relatively inconspicuous.

III. Discussion

Reiter (1) in 1944 found that the greatest number of somites are found in 5th week of pregnancy as he noted a total of 42: five occipital, seven cervical, twelve thoracic, five lumbar, five sacral and eight coccygeal. Reiter noted that all eight coccygeal segments developed into blastemal vertebrae. Around sixth week centres of chondrification appears in blastemal vertebrae and the vertebral column becomes the axial supporting structure. (2) Chondrification centres donot appear in lowest coccygeal vertebrae. As cartilage develops in upper coccygeal segments, lower regions disappear. By eighth week, sixth, seventh and eighth coccygeal segments have disappeared and fourth and fifth are in the process of reduction. (3) Normally the typical vertebrae is ossified from three primary centres one for body and two for arches where as each segment of coccyx is ossified from one primary centre. The coccyx is a small triangular bone formed by fusion of four rudimentary coccygeal segments. (3) In our case probably the somite formation was normal and all eight
segments developed blastemal vertebrae. The sixth seventh and eighth disappeared as normal. Each of the remaining five vertebrae developed three primary centres of chondrification as in typical vertebrae (4).

According to Harrison (5) anything appended to the sacral / coccygeal region is a tail. Rudimentary caudal appendages in man has been classified in to five types by bartel. first, second and third are variants of soft tail that arises from embryonic tail, fourth and fifth are bony tail. Fourth is a sacro coccygeal hypertrophy as in our case. Fifth is a true animal tail containing extra vertebrae. Dao and Netsky (6) again classified human tail into true and pseudo tail. A true tail is defined as non osseocartilagenous midline protrusion containing adipose tissue, connective tissue, blood vessels and nerves but no spinal cord material covered by normal skin with usual hair follicle and sweat glands. Movement of the tail has been described as spontaneous reflex motion in some case (5,7). Pseudotails are osseocartilagenous structures including elongated coccyx, sacral prolongation, teratoma etc (6,9).

But all cases of congenital tail need to be fully investigated because of high suspicion of other intraspinal pathology (10,11). Frank et al (6) reviewed 59 cases of human tail and noted incidence of spinal dysraphism in 49% of cases and tethered cord in 20% of patients. In tethered cord rarely it is seen that the tail leading to tether the cord through a fibrous band (12). A wide array of spinal cord and spine anomalies like spina bifida, lipomeningocele, myelomeningocele, intraspinal lipoma cord tethering are seen to be associated with human tail. Cleft palate was reported once (13). Chunquen Cai et al (14) have reported a case of human tail coexisting with type 1 split cord malformations. Donovan (15) et al have reported child with a tail and intraspinal lipoma that were not contiguous with each other.

CT scan has high sensitivity in diagnosing spinal dysraphism and intraspinal lesions. MRI is used widely in evaluating all spinal disorders like syringomylia, lipomeningocele, tethered cord and also relationship of tail with spinal cord (16,17). All the human tail should be investigated by CT scan and MRI.

Treatment of caudal appendages has also indications. It is prudent to check intraspinal pathology before deciding for treatment. For Soft true tail enbloc excision of the tail with resection of lumbosacral fibrous band is done. After the operation, long term follow up of the patients is necessary for development of tethered cord (14).

Now a days Microsurgical treatment is done to prevent tethered cord syndrome, even with no pre operative neurological involvements (18,19) for bony/pseudo tails without any associated anomaly a simple partial coccyx excision can be performed for cosmetic purposes without any further exploration.

In some studies (20) the proposed operation has been postponed and patients were followed up with no further complications. In our case after 3 year follow up the patient is asymptomatic and not seems to need any intervention in future.

IV. Conclusion

There are very few case reports on human tail in literature. This is considered to be a marker of underlying spinal dysraphism. MRI is the diagnoses of choice to exclude other associations. Treatment is usually unnecessary but Partial coccygeal excision or en bloc tail excision can be done for coccygodynia or cosmetic purpose with long term follow up for tethered cord syndrome. For not so cosmetically demanding cases only a good follow up is necessary.
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